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Karate Club Charter 
Dile~n~na Engulfs I.O.C. 
Bicentf"nnial Bozo Bash -1 from the Fresh ma.n Class production. 
Bicentennial Stunts 
Spark Enthusiasm 
By Owen .J. Dougherty 
"Stunt Night '76'' was truly a 
Bicentennial bonanza. All four 
classes staged production 
numbers worthy of Busby Berk-
ley, chock full of singing, danc-
ing and comedy. Double enten-
ltes, although risque, were the 
only forms of comedy used and 
the dearth of off-color humor was 
refreshing. 
Bv David\'. Gcdrock 
Last week, after a period of 
political changeover, the LO.C. 
Review Committee re-initialed 
its practice of charter review. As 
a result the Review Committee 
will look at Lhe charters of the 
remainin~ delinquent organi7.a-
tions. And, it is possible that a 
few organizations might have 
their charters revoked. 
Presently, the Student Union 
Review Committee is involved in 
office considerations. Faced wnh 
the limited available space and 
requests from different organiza· 
lions the committee is establish-
ing criteria by which it will 
assign the available offices to 
some of the petitioning organiza-
tions. Unfortunately because of 
space limitations a rew otherw1se 
justified requests will have to be 
postponed unlil rQ.ore space be· 
comes available. 
The Rules Committee. at· 
tempting to solve a dispute be-
tween Master Kim's and Mr. 
Ralph's Karate Clubs, tabled the 
motion, for a week, hoping that 
new information would appear. 
At the next mootin~ the Rules 
Committee will be forced to 
reach a decision. 
Basically the dispute involves a 
charter. It appears that Mr. 
Ralph's Club applied for a char-
ter tn 1970. Unfortunately a copy 
has not been found in any of the 
I.O.C. or Student Union records. 
For four years Mr. Ralph's Club 
was inactive; until last semester. 
when they reorganized. Also last 
semester, Master Kim's Club 
was formed and it too functioned 
for a semester 
lt is here that the dispute lies 
for if Mr. Ralph's Club is char-
tered then the 1.0 C. cannot char· 
ter Master Kim's Club and have 
two organizations with the same 
functions and purposes existing 
on campus. However, if Mr. 
Ralph's Club is a chartered or-
ganization and has failed in four 
years lo fulfill it charter obliga-
tions. along with not attending 
I.O.C. meetings, the!\ it could 
face charter review Should that 
happen and the charter be re-
voked then Master Kim's Club 
would be free to have its charter 
request considered. 
The Freshman tribute to 
"Washington crossing lhe Dela-
ware" would have made Thomas 
Jefferson defect to the British 
side. The Sophom01:e extrava· 
ganza celebrating "Paul Re-
vere's ride" was replet~ with 
dancing rabbits and over· stuffed 
sweater girls. The Junior 
"tribute. to Bishop Carroll" 
sparkled with singing cock· 
roaches and a dynamite imper-
sonation of Bob Hope by a rising 
young comedian. The Senior 
class won the acclaim of the 
judges with its intricate dance 
numbers and maudlin rendition 
of "Thanks for the Memory'' al-
though their jokes were flaccid . 
The show had perceptive and 
witty insights on Carroll life and 
was worth watching. especially if 
one had nothing to do last Satur-
day night. 
'Spirit of '76' On View at Jcu~ 
The "Spirit of '76" along with 
other original oils and litho-
graphs from the Wellington 
Collection, will be displayed in 
the Grasselli Library April 2Q..23. 
The collecton is named for 
Hartman Is New WUJC 
Program Director 
Wellington, Ohio, a rural com-
station directors, handles the munity in Lorain County where 
budgeting, bills, and generally the artist, Archibald Willard, re-
organizes activities in the sided. The exhibit will feature 17 
Ry Pat Aylward 
Radio station WUJC has a new 
station manager. Phil Hartman 
began his duties on April 1, 
confirmed without opposition by 
the Stuc:kml Unioli ear.li~ tbis 
year. 
Hartman is a junior speech 
major from Lyndhurst, Ohio. He 
is interested in broadcasting, and 
plans on entering some facet of 
broadcasting after graduation. 
He also holds a parttime job at a 
radio station in Cleveland, 
WCLV, a classical FM station. 
He has found his new work 
interesting and has enjoyed it so 
far. He coordinates the various 
station. Hartman also handles a of Willard's works. 
spot on the station on Tuesday The artist painted six original 
-eveo'iltp, m..n l:o& -~---~~~-~-... !D~~IIIiPI-~~::..,~~~ 
"The radio station is in pretty depicting the fife and drum 
good shape'' says Phil. "Tim players. The painting evolved 
Iacofano did a good job last from a humorous pencil sketch 
year." Phil feels many areas of entitled "Yankee Doodle" into 
the station have been improved, the more serious patriotic theme. 
including student attitude Townspeople posed for the oil, 
towards the station. "Advertis- which has been called "a Battle 
ing, leaflets, and tours have all Hymn of the Republic on can-
helped familiarize the students vas." 
with WUJC. Budgeting is good, Among other works on display 
and much new equipment hal> will be "Blue Girl," Chagrin 
" Valley. scenics including "The 
Old Mill" and "River Scene," 
plus other portraits and land-
scapes reflecting 19th century 
America. 
The Wellington Collection aJ- cities in the South, Midwest, and 
ready has appeared in a dozen East during its Bicentennia1 tour. 
Greeley ·celebrates 25th Anniversary 
-Jesse Young will appear in concer t with Pure 
Prarie League on Apr. 23, at 8:00 p.m. In the Gym. 
Tickets a re selling quickly. $5.50 in advance, $5.00 with 
fee eard, $6.50 da of the show. 
By Maribeth Karsnak 
Sister Mary Ellen Greeley, a 
member of the campus ministry 
will be celebrating her 25th year 
as a Sister of Mercy on April 19th. 
Sr. Ellen has been residing at 
John Carroll in Murphy HaJl for 
two years. She recetved her doc-
torate degree in sociology from 
St. Louis University in Missouri. 
Sr. Ellen has been active in work-
ing with young people throughout 
her career. She has taught in an 
elementary school, Mercy High 
( Ralph Nader 'l 
Consumer activist Ralph 
Nader will speak Tuesday, April 
13, at noon in the Woodling Gym-
nasium at Cleveland State 
University. His talk is free and 
open to the public, and it con-
cerns "Environmental Hazards: 
Man-Made and Man-Remedied.'' 
Poets Series 
Also on Thursday, April 22, the 
Contemporary Poets Series is 
having readings by poets from 
Ohio University. Admission is 
Cree, and the presentation is in 
the Jardine room beginning at 
8;30 p.m. 
Scho-ol in St. Louis, and at the col· 
lege level. For two years she 
worked with retreats followed by 
three years as a house- mother in 
a home for troubled girls. 
Sr. Ellen has experienced the 
transition in the community of 
the Sisters "'Of Mercy in from the 
years prior to the Second Vatican 
and the years following. She 
views the transition in her com-
munity not as a change of roles of 
the Sisters but as a change of life-
style. The traditional aspects of 
the past no longer exist allowin{ 
for the growing of her community 
and the members within it. Sr. 
Ellen feels that the Sisters of 
Mercy have gone through an 
evolution that have enabled them 
to serve the people with and in 
contemporary problems and 
situations more fully. 
One contemporary transition 
presently facing the Church is the 
admission of women into the 
priesthood. Since it is only '7'1!· 
tural traditions that are keepmg 
women excluded, Greeley sees 
the development as an inevitable 
occurance. She feels that the 
priesthood is a necessary and 
vital job that women are capable 
of handling. 
Sr. Ellen finds her work very 
rewarding and believes that reli-
gious life is a beautiful option for 
service. She said that the 
present, is an exciting and great 
time to be living in because of 
changes toward better ways. 
Greeley feels that her work at 
John Carroll is a Christian ex-
perience that she is very happy to 
have had. Her optimism and en-
thusiasm for the future and con-
cern £or people are very much a 
part of her philosophies that 
touch aU who know ber. 
Sr. Mary E Den Greeley 
·~ •••a• . .· .'. \ .... ~~,."" •,• • 
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The Carroll News Mandatory Fee Card 
Needed Immediately Tom Mt•Neill, Editor-in-Chief 
Tim Leddy, Busi.nes~ !\fana~er By Tom !\tcNeill Once again mandatory fee cards must be considered a 
necessity. 
Owen Dougherty Terri Wardeiner ...... Sports Editor 
Jane Kvacek ..... .. . . News Editors David Schultz 
"We're about broke," says Student Uruon President Ed 
Rybka. 
John Schweitzer . . . Graphics Editor Larry WeaJ~Jand ... Feature Editors Tim Iacofano of WUJC states that necessary repairs in the 
radio station must be delayed until receipts from next year's 
fee card sales can be made available to the radio station by the 
Student Union. 
Mike Powers .. Circulation Manager Tom SydJowski .......... ... .. Artist 
John Carroll University University Heights, Ohio 44118 
Editorial Policy Reviewed 
Father Birkenhauer has said (in the past) that the Univer-
sity cannot afford to force students to purchase fee card in lhe 
light of increasing tuition and room and board costs. Never-
theless, these charges have steadily increased while Union re-
venues have fluctuated wildly over the last three years. 
Some of the services that the Union provided in past years 
have had to gradually be deleted from their plans due to in-
sufficient funding. Such services include: the Free University, 
The Sting, and a depreciation fund for Union owned equip-
ment. 
The purpose of an editorial page in a 
newspaper is to provide space in which staff 
and reader opinions can be expressed. 
Obviously it would be a misnomer for the 
page to be called "editorial" if it did not con-
tain an editorial. 
What, then, is an editorial? An editorial is 
an opinion piece that is intended to reflect the 
editors' opinions on a given topic. 
At the News, an editorial is written after a 
meeting of the Editorial Board (the editorial 
and business staff of the newspaper) deter-
mines that there is a significant issue on 
campus thal it would like to say something 
about. 
One staff member is designated to write the 
majority opinion of the Editorial Board, and 
since the opinion is largely held by a majority 
of the members of the board, the article is left 
unsigned. 
If the article were signed, it would be calJed 
a column. Columns are frequently found on 
editon.l ea and ~~ view of ~ 
signed. Naturally then, under the explanation 
stated above, this piece is the majority view of 
the Editorial Board. 
Columns appearing on the editorial page 
can either be by staff members or guest 
columnists. Their opinions are, necessarily, 
their own. 
Other common features of the editorial 
pages are "Letters to the Editor." These are 
opinions expressed by readers. 
According to News policy, (see disclaimer 
at the bottom of page three) "Letters to the 
Editor" must be signed and include the 
author's correct telephone number. They 
must be submitted and received no later than 
the Monday before the date of intended 
publication. The News reserves the right to 
edit all letters. 
Pictures and cartoons are often included on 
the page to better convey the essence of edi-
torials and columns. 
This. editorial is in response to queries as to 
the author of "Segregatioo Divide& Campus" 
~~ J)rl1 ~. 9'7!J issue ottll 
News. 
Maybe, once and for all, the editorial page 
can be understood by all readers. 
How much longer can the Union hope to exist at all as more 
programs become financially unfeasible? 
Already, lack of funds has caused the Union to promote 
"loser" concerts- Laura Nyro and B.B. King to name two re-
cent fiascoes. Luckily, movie quality and bands at mixers 
have not yet had to be sacrificed. 
It is easy to see, though, that in the near future, the Carroll 
community may have to rely on other organizations to provide 
much of its entertainment and intellectual fare. 
What organization will be able to take over these programs? 
Not the IOC, it is in worse shape than is the Union. Not WUJC, 
it cannot even repair its own equipment. Room 1 may end up 
folding, too. 
In 1975 the Union asked for a mandatory fee card that would 
cost $16 annually. It was denied.In February, a Union referen-
dum regarding the institution of mandatory fee cards passed 
with almost 60 percent of the students who voted, approving. 
The referendum called for the fee to be $8 annually. 
Wben compared to the $2100 full time tuition that will go into ... -. ... ..a.-.. ........................ P.a ...... ___ .olillllli~ 
too significant when compared with $2100. 
----Letters to the Editor-----
There are other arguments against the fee card. Some 
students complain that they should not have to pay for some-
thing that they may not use. Others express doubts that the 
Union would be better off with more money. 
But the majority of students would probably benefit from fee 
cards being mandatory. Other universities and colleges have 
such fees, and find them to be successful. On "Segregation 
Divides Campus" 
To the Editor and 
To the Mystery Person: 
Thhlletter is addressed as such 
since you could not divulge your 
name. Can't you own up to your 
own garbage? You should be em-
barrassed to sign your name be-
cause you are not well educated 
or well-versed on black people, as 
a whole, in any respect, socially 
or otherwise. We integrate with 
those of you that can deal with us 
and they are more of a minority 
than we are. 
At this time, I have no need for 
your frats, SOI'ors, clubs, etc., but 
you know that because you are an 
authority on blacks. <Ha! > What 
turns you on does not tum us on. 
per se, throwing food in the cafe-
teria, drink!~ beer until you 
pass out or regurgitate. playing 
trivial games, spreading toilet 
tissue in the trees. writing on 
walls, or even throwing garbage 
out of windows. l've seen the 
whites do it. I have other things 
on my mind, per se. attaining an 
education and a diploma. 
As for your "black students" 
that explained to I>eCrane that 
they live in the ghetto and have 
never had an opportunity to deal 
with whites, I ask where are they 
and will they come out of some-
one's imagination and divulge 
their existence? And again, I 
must add that you are not well 
informed or educated because we 
are a part of society, we were in-
corporated when we were born, I 
can assure you. 
Con~g_ ~~ looo.ge, who's 
dohag tbe Thht: we dtd 
not ask for an "out-of-the-way 
comer of the building." They 
gave it to us. We have more 
important things to worry about 
other than hiding, unlike you, we 
have no necessity for this kind of 
trivia Chiding). 
I can deal wttb you, but can you 
deal with me or us? And since 
you can tell us what our problem 
is, I'll tell you that you need a 
course In "How not to write 
Trivia." 
them Where are they? How can 
''you", whoever you are, begin. to 
tell us how we should deal wtth 
anything, when you can't let 
people know who you are. Who's 
kidding? We are unified and deal 
with anything "we" feel is of 
importance to us including you, 
and the white society Cas you call 
it). . 
The fee card question can no longer be shoved aside to wait 
for "better economic times." These times may never come. 
The Union must be guaranteed a more stable budget and 
students must be guaranteed quality entertainment and in-
tellectual fare outside of the classroom. 
Who told you that we were 
trying to find a place in your 
society? We already have a place 
Sincerely, in this society. I wonder how long 
population here on John Carroll's 
campus. 
I still believe in tomoiTow. 
Do you? 
Thelma Haley 
Anita Redding it will take you and others like 
you to realize that fact- yes, I do 
To the Editor: mean fact. To Mr. or Ms. White: 
Well once again: I find it nece· There was one section of your As a black student of John Car-
ssary to write to the editorial article that stated bow things roll, I would like to inform you 
page. It would be much easier if are: "the loWlge being located in that I thoroughly enjoyed your 
this paper took pride in their a little out of the way corner of a article. It came on one of those 
work and showed it by including building." That statement in it- dull and lonely Fridays when I so 
the writers' names. But since the self states exactly how the ad- desperately needed a good laugh. 
paper doesn't, I'll address this ministration feels about the black However. if it was not your inten-
knowledgeable group or persons students here. tion for your article to be written 
or person - who seem to think Before making any statements off as a "late" April Fool's joke, 
they know the problems of black on the number of blacks par- perhaps I can give you some 
students here. Ucipating; in "Black Theatre", pointers on how to do it correctly. 
I would like to attack this ar- check a reputable source like There is JUSt one mistake that 
ticle as a whole but the writer of myself or one of the other direc- caused your downfall, and that 
such a master - piece of garbage tors of Black Theatre. Many did was the title of your extrava-
should have it explained to them not participate. ganza. Instead of entitling your 
so as to cause no further "segre- Letters of this sort are be- masterpiece "Segregation Div-
gation" of what is down in black coming a weekly routine. Last ides campus," I think it would be 
and white. week the female commWlity was more appropriate to entitle it 
First, what is so upsetting told how they should act. Is tllat "Prejudice Divides Campus," 
about the blacks sitting at their all the writers on these pages Who's prejudice? Yours my 
table? The Afro-American have to do? Have they all become friend, yours! 
Society is an organization at John "Dear Abby's"? Instead of at· Anyone need only re-read your 
Carroll just like any other. Was tempting to solve problems article to realize that you, my 
there anything said about the U- valueable space is taken for friend, have a problem! 
Club table or the Ranger table? "garbage. ·• r admit that most blacks sit at 
We do not ask whites to sit at our I'd suggest that those of you theA!ro,c\m table in the cafeteria 
table, but we aren't exactly in· wbo are "hungup" on BLACKS most of the time. However, most 
vitcd to sit at theiffl either. joining your so-called societ~. memberi; of most other campus 
I have one question to the mys· search themselves because it ts organizations sit at their respec-
tery writer or Dean DeCrane: there where much of the trouble live tables in the cafeteria also. 
Wbo were the blacks that ap bqgllw. The question is, ~nr Have you ever thought about 
~ached~ou""? II'Ive tried Co find ~· ·il(l),: : deal with the bli~r· why blaclt.s tum out for campus 
sports more readily? Is it be-
causeits the only area we're good 
in? Or is it because its the only 
area we're accepted in? 
And for your information, 
child, most blacks on campus 
have only seen a ghetto on TV. 
As a final suggestion, honey, 1 
strongly believe that before you 
try to help blacks solve their 
problems, you work out your own 
first. Get yourself together, child. 
Soulfully, 
Ms. Jacqueline Anita 
Harris 
Black Theatre II 
An open letter to the faculty and 
administration: 
It has been my pleasure to be a 
producer, director for "J3lack 
Theatre ll". but one thing dis· 
turbed me. That was the absence 
of so many of you I 
The production was well publi-
cized and personal invitations 
were sent. 
I am aware people have other 
obligations, but when so many of 
you fail to attend - doesn't that 
say something about the interest 
tllis Wliversity has for its black 
students? 
Those who attended made ow: 
production a success. -
I hope this letter will inspire 
some of you to support some of 
our fuactions.~ 
·~ Thelma Haley 
C.f".~!f.llla .. f!u!f!!!" dY,i~if!J! :;l:. ~-
R~tht>r than~ profOIJ!l~ on t~e way. ~ng ~ussein mentioned tiques along Michigan Avenue 
subJect of na~1onal pohhcs thiS that thts was h1sseventeenth visit and did some shopping between 
week, a ~~rtam_sense of h1storv to the United States and his third appearances at a business lun-
and fa~1hal pr1de compels this visit to Chicago. The King talked chron and a dinner with the City 
c~I!Jmmst to expound on the state about how constructive his dis- Council. 
v1s1t of the King_ and Queen of cussions with Secretary Kissin- Que<'n Alia. who is Moslem. 
Jordan to the Umted States It's ger were The King and Presi- talked of how she greatly ad· 
not every college newspaper that dent Ford discussed the mires the Jesuits and their tradi-
c~n claim_ an exclusive interview deteriorating situation in Le· lion as educators She recently 
w1th a re1gnmg monarch, albeit banon and Hussein intimated ran into one of her former Jesuit 
second hand that Syria may step in aimin~ to professors while on a state visit 
This colum- stabilize the precarious situation to Japan. King Hussein has 
nist's sister. Hussein also pushed for approval donn ted mon<'Y to many Amer1· 
Ms . Mary of his request to but 350 million can colleg<'S so that Jordanian 
Dougherty dollars worth of military hard- exchange students can go to 
Bubak was a ware from the United Slates. The school here. The Queen delivered 
student at King talked of his hopes of at- a spl~Ch at Georgetown and was 
Loyola tracting substantial business scheduled to visit universities in 
University of investment by American cor- Calirornia as well as accompany· 
Rome in the porations in Jordan. so that his ing her husband when he spoke at 
spring kingdom's economy could be Tulane University Besides 
of 1969, when she met a very dig- shored up and domestic priorities Japan the Royal couple has 
nified, statuesque beauty called co.~d be d~al.t. with instead of visited Australia this year. 
Alia. This reserved Jordanian m1lltary pr10nbes. The Kmg who JS v1ewed with 
girl was also a student at Loyola Her Majesty, Queen Alia, scepticism !n the Arab world be-
and t~ey became !ast friends reminisced about her college caus~ of h1s mode~atton talked 
explor1,ng all the ~n~!ent ~onders days and mused about organizing mov1~ly about hiS hope for 
of the • J;:ternal City . Aha. after a reunion of her Loyola Rome peace m the M1ddle East 
graduatmg became a excess class, possibly at the palace After this intrusion in the fan-
spa~e ste~a_rdess for Royal Jor- Both the King and Queen were tasy kingdom of the jet set, my 
daman Airhnes where she was very unpretentious as they spoke sister returned to the real world 
assigned to the crew of King Hus- of sightseeing. Hussein was of downtown Chicago and bade 
sein's Royal jet. Alia and King disappointed that a visit to the farewell to the King and Queen 
Hussein were later married and observation deck of Sears Towers and was asked to return their 
have two young children. could not be arranged before his courtesy and visit their desert 
Last Thursday after receiving departure. The Royal couple kingdom. 
full military honors at the White 
House and having talks with 
President Ford and Secretary of 
State Kissinger, the Royal Couple 
arrived in Chicago for a twenty-
four hour stop over before going 
on to New Orleans. My sister's 
phone rang late in the evening, 
and, from one old school chum to 
another, the Queen invited her to 
breakfast the following morning. 
After being ushered through a 
maze of Secret Service agents) 
military attaches, and a briefing 
by the Assistant Chief of Pro-
tocol, my sister was received by 
the King and Queen in the Royal 
Suite of the Drake Hotel, a mam-
moth salon of Louis XIV fur· 
niture with every corner banked 
with spring flowers and overlook-
ing Lake Michigan This was the 
Queen's first visit as a rei~ning 
monarch and another absolute 
sovereign, Mayor Daley. had red 
Alumnus Runs For Judge 
By John Carey and Mike Falk 
The Democratic Primary in 
Cuyahoga County will be held on 
June 7. One of the candidates in 
the race for the newly created 
post of Judge of Common Pleas 
Court. Juvenile Division, will be 
Kenneth C. McLaughlin, an 
alumnus of John Carroll Univer -
~rrently living at 28900 Lorain 
Road, North Olmsted, Mr. 
McLaughlin is married and the 
father of 3 children. He attended 
St. Ignatius High School graduat-
ing in 1951, and John Carroll 
University majoring in the social 
sciences and graduating in 1955 
He received his law degree from 
Cleveland Marshall Law School 
of Baldwin Wallace College earn-
You are cor-;J.ially invited to the 
Final Vow Mass of 
Thursday April 22 
4:10P.M. 
in the Main Chapel 
I 
The Carroll News 
The carroll News lsPVbllshed every Friday S.ptamllec IIII"'U9h May excaPI during holidays, 
n•mlnatlon periods, and vacations by II,. students of John C:.rroll Unlvenlty from their edl· 
torlll and business offl«s. Represented for National advertising by CASS, 4001 West Devon 
Avenue, Chicago Illinois 40644, and NEAS, lncorpoc-ated, 340 Lexlng1on Av-. New Yorle, 
New York 10017, Tile advertising dNdllna Is Friday preceding the datt of publication, but ••· 
tensions will bt madt until Monday at 4:oo p.m. Deadline for notl«s and ltften to tilt editor Ia 
Monday prececllllfl date of Intended publication. Letters shoUld bt leapt Ulort, and Thl Carroll 
News r~ntrves lilt right to edit letters to confOrm to space and stylistic requlrtmtt'lts. All Itt· 
ters must bt signed and bNr lilt aU1hor's telephone I'IUmbtr. The aultlor'a Jllmt will bt wllll· 
held upon rtq-1. Editorial oplniOnt expresMd Jn The C:.rTOII News ere ltloH of tiM edlhW 
wllll maJority opiniOn ol IM edltOI'Ial bOinl. Signed option Is solely tM view ol the a U11\of'. 
Offices Of The carroll News are located on 1M btlcony level Of lilt John Carroll Unlvenlly 
Gym•aaJum, Unlvenlty Heights, Ohio ._.Ill (2141 "'1-4m. lndlvlclual aullsulptiOns ara U.W 
per yMr. 
ing a Juris Doctorate in 1965. 
Mr. McLaughlin joined the 
Army Reserve in 1955 and ob-
tained an honorable discharge 
with the rank of captain in 1962. 
He has extensive legal ex· 





This Sunday on April II , at 8:00 
p.m., the ~ational Theatre Com · 
pany is presenting "Declara-
tion," a musical ody~sey . The 
performance is in Kulas Audi-
torium. Price is $1 .00 with fee 
card, and $2.00 "ithout. 
Prom Time 
The Jumor · Semor class is 
presenting Prom 1976 on Satur· 
day . April 24, from 9:00 pm till 
1: 30 am. This years theme is 
'"til you come back home " The 
prom is being held at Berkshire 
Hills Country Club on Mayfield 
Rd. The music is by August. Bids 
are available at the gym box 
office or in the Sac Lobby for 
$18.00 with fee card , and for 
S20.00 without 
Mixer Tonight 
Tonight. April9, there will be a 
Mixer starrin~ the popular 
Cleveland balft:l, Jasper. Fee is 
$ .75 with a fee card, $1 .75 without. 
Union Movie 
The Studt>nt Union is present-
ing " Blazing Saddles" on Thurs-
day, April 22. at 7:30 p m .. in 
Kulas. Jo'ec is $1.50. 
John Bossett 
This Saturday, Room One pre-
sents one of Cleveland's finest 
folk artists, John Bassett. Per· 
forminR with him is Jim Ballard. 
The show starts at 9'30 p.m. and 
continues tilll a.m. Admission is 
SUlO with fee card and $1.50 with-
out. 
Classified& 
To all ~·· !)llrklng on BelVOir , plUM Fr""k end Jer Ttwtnks VefY much fOr the 
park c loset" IQ9tll>erl Thenks . A commU1er nut P•t ture . I wllltrNWO"e II 111 of my llle . 
W•lh a small car. Ttr. 
Congrat$10 Fritz 8Ht Performer for Stunt 
Night IV76 
Typong ~ 50 c•nts per ~. Call Joy c. II 
-.n41 
T w Sorry abOUt 11\e piua Yip, 
1..11' Sis Heppy Birthday lrom COlumbus 
FOR SAI..E : Slerfl> cOlor T.V. c-'• In 
mepl• cebinetrv: IVA FM, record player. 1 
track , $100 01' bftt ofle<". Call 11ll l320 
To KIWI 1.., !rom Patty W,: In ll>t Sprl~ 
lime, a young man's fancy hKI\$ to golf 
Randy H . IJ 1 lightweight • Jim H spoltt to 
11\e T ldy Bowl m.n , 
T.P Happy Blrthdey from Mark l!dtfl 
Carol, Kathtror,., ~ Pat: Good luck and 
J•r . Are Ter end Car anything like Trixie " llrNk llf91" Wl$11 you were opotnlng In the 
and Bubbles? No, AbbeY , Yovr friend In Ireland. 
M&ry Maybt things dO go btller wllll Coke, HIPPY IM'Iat~ blrtbdly MIQIIIt and IC*My I 
bU1 Is 7 Up rNIIy all 11\11 bad? Whet abOUt 
£_offee? Happy b!!_at.cl borthcNY fO ~W..:..!.rom T.W. 
I oo~: DISCOUNT FOR ALL .ICU 
70 STUDENTS, FACUlTY, & STAFF 
621 ·4546 421 2900 
:>450 Fairmont Blvd 
Cedar F ,1armont 
321 2977 
18:.t\ . ~ • entry 
Clt!veland Hts . 




LORIN MAAZEL music Director 
Music for Today 
Wednesday, April 21, 
8:30 p.m. 
Italy's composer-conductor LUCIANO BERIO, 
one of this century's most important composers, 
conducts an exciting program of his own 
music including one U.S. Premiere 
CATHY BERBERIAN mex mezzo-soprano 
Music by Serio 
CALMO: Homage of Bruno Maderna Difference 
Chemin Ill Sequenza Ill Folk Songs 
Tickets $3 Students 
SEVERANCE HALL 
Box Office, Cleveland, Ohio 44016 231-1111 
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Interview: Dostoevskyite Dr. Arther S. Trace talks 
about the Cosmic Swindle and a Russian 
prophet students are flocking to study. 
~-
Dr. Trace: " I've always been Impressed with the Interest 
that students at John Carroll take in Russian lit~rature." 
By David W. S.:hullz 
tt 
df'pkting tbe chai'!A cters of The 
RrothcN> Karamazov. a book he 
daim!t ht' hal> read 19 timt'S. The 
painting. the larg~t and most 
prominent nxture in a room clut-
ttred with picturt'S. is an approp-
rlatt symbol of the place bf' 
awards The Brothtrfl Karamazov 
as the worlcl'!i greatest novel by 
the world's greatest writer. tbe 
Ru"'sian Fyodor HOiilOC\'Sky. 
Such a !>laid conclusion took a 
lirelime or reading. A language 
bt1ff. he came to appreciate Rus-
sian literature and Dostoevsky 
espt'da ll}" so wht'n hl' took an in· 
lt'rt'st In Russian. In 1961 the 
intert'!>t euJminatf'd In a book 
callt'd What Ivan Knows That 
.Johnn\ Doesn't which showf'd to 
an embarraasslng dtgret' the 
sopt>rlor reading program of the 
Soviet !'chool sy~;tem. The book 
caused something of a national 
furor during the Sputnik tra of 
the t'arly sixties when tht' United 
SCates reartd it W8 fl falling 
dangerously behind the Russians 
in technology. lt \\RS treated as 
front page news ln The New York 
Times. excerpts appHrtd In The 
Saturday E\·enlng Post and it 
was revit'w~ by every major 
newspaper and magazine In the 
country. Including Time and Life, 
making Or. Trace a lalk-show 
celt-brit v. 
For the pa,;t few years be has 
been relentle!lsly persulng 
Oostoe,·sky. \\hose thought and 
artl!;try bt' bellevt-s Is scanda-
lout~ly pertlnent. lie Is teaching a 
new course called " Dostoevsky 
and the Modern World" that has 
generated such a strong Interest 
among students that It has ~eo 
the talk or thf' unlnr'l'ih' In aca-
demic circles. • 
Often absent • minded but 
nner lns~nsltlve. Or. Trace is 
the kind or wise. warm man one 
would like to hav~ ror an uncle. 
lit> laughs often and wltb the 
unpretentious rnthutdasm of a 
IIWe bo\' that belles hill wit: and 
wa..n he talk.<~, especially about 
his favorite subject. Oo11toevsky, 
the wonk tumble out all at once. 
ph0105 by Jot~n Sci\WeiUtr 
Inu-rvlewer : Did you expect 
such an enthusiastic response for 
the course you are teaching in 
Dostoevsky? 
Trace: I've always been im-
pressed with the interest that 
students at John Carroll take in 
Russian Literature, and although 
I admit that I was a bit apprehen· 
sive about getting enough 
students in a course in Dos-
toevsky alone, it was a very 
pleasant surprise to see that 
there aa·e so many. In fact the 
course was one of the first to 
close out. 
lntt>rvlewer : Why are so many 
students interested in Dos-
toevsky? 
Trace: I think that those 
students who have read some-
thing of Dostoevsky recognize 
that not only does Dostoevsky 
have a wav of asking the most 
crucial philosophical questions. 
but he also answers them, and he 
answers them with a degree of 
satisfaction that perhaps no 
writer in the l9th or 20th century 
has been able-to do. I think 
s tudents know this, especially if 
they've already read The 
Brothers Karamazov. The 
students are asking these ques-
tions and they want the answers, 
and they want ~:onvincing ans· 
wers, and it is very hard to find a 
writer wtth more convmcmg 
answers - with more satisfying 
answers - than Dostoevsky. 
Inte rviewer : In general, what 
quality does Russian literature 
have over English literature? 
Trace: It seems to me that 
what Russian literature offers at 
its very best, particularly in 
Tolstoy and Dostoevsky, is a 
peculiar combination of artistic 
narrative power a nd philo-
sophical depth. That combination 
is the stuff of which the greatest 
literature is made. and it seems 
to me <though generalizations of 
this sort a re dangerous. and 
there are, rm sure, plenty of 
people who wouldn't agree> that 
the tradition of the English novel 
does not reflect a philosophical 
depth that is really anything 
comparable to the best novels of 
Dostoevs ky and even of Tolstoy 
The English are great s tory 
tellers, perhaps the greatest, but 
they don' t have the philosophical 
perception of the best Russian 
novel tradition. 
Interviewer: What wouJd you 
say ts Dostoevsky's greatest 
contribution to the world? 
lion, and in the Judeo · Christian 
world that means the authority of 
the Bible. 
Interviewer : Why does 
Dostoevsky equate deism and 
agnosticism with atheism? 
Trace: Well, a ctually, his point 
there seems to be that if you' re 
going to believe in a god it has to 
be a personal god. Religion is no 
religion unless the relationship 
between man and God is defined, 
in other words unless man knows 
what God wants him to do ; and 
therefore to deduce the existence 
of God by mere reason does not 
really mean anything because 
t·eason does not help define the 
relationship between man and 
God. Reason cannot tell man how 
God wants him to act, whereas 
revelation does do that. So 
basically he wouJd take the posi-
tion that to be a deist or a pan-
theist or an agnostic is essen-
tially the same as being an 
atheist. The distinction between 
them is the merest technicality. 
Trace: The Cosmic Swindle is a 
difficult concept to grasp, I 
suppose. But maybe one way of 
explaining it is to divide atheists 
into two kinds: logical atheists 
and virtuous atheists. The Cos-
mic Swindle makes sense es-
pecially if you understand that 
Dostoevsky insists that you can't 
really believe in God without 
believing in personal immor· 
tality, that God -and-immortality 
is a hyphenated word. Dos-
toevsky tells us over and over 
again that God is immortality, 
and his point is that the sustained 
mora I force of religion depends 
ultimately upon belief in personal 
immor:Jlity. II there is no life af-
ter death, if when you die and the 
weeds grow over your grave and 
that is the end, then that means 
essentially that men are no 
different from the beasts, their 
intellect notwithstanding. 
Atheists ought therefore to 
pursue a beast ethic, and vir· 
tuous atheists are not logical 
Trace: It may be that 
Dostoevsky is the most powerful 
spokes man for religion in the 
modern world. What he does is 
back the atheist into a corner and 
show him what the consequences 
of unbelief are. Of course, he 
himself recognizes that you don' t 
argue people into religion, that 
religion is, after all, a supra-ra-
tional phenomenon beyond 
reason, beyond science. But it 
seems to me that above all he 
was trying to demonstrate the 
necessity for belief, to soow that 
as religion goes, so goes civiliza-
tion ; and having recognized that 
truth, he takes on Enlightenment 
-type intellectuals almost single 
handedly and simply blasts their 
fa ith in reason - and · science as 
the best means to truth 
(Dsotoevsky would hyphenate 
that word simply because reason 
"It may be that Dostoevsky is the most 
powerful spokesman for religion in the 
modern world." 
• aod - · ~ are both ~ely 
~ma ourc or truth. 8 
opposed to revelation which is a 
God·made source of truth). He 
has a way of backing the reader 
into religion by pointing out the 
inadequacies of any merely 
human way of arriving at truth, 
especially philosophy and 
science, which the 18th and 19th 
century inteiJectuals were push-
ing as the ultimate authority. For 
Dostoevsky the Enlightenment 
was the Endarkenment. 
Interviewer : It's a bit like 
saying that one doesn't owe any 
alle&iance to an unrev.:..~~fiW 
Trace: aetly n"ll 
god is the same a s no god at all, 
for all practical purposes, be: 
cause that kind of god bas no 
moral force . That is why 
Dostoevsky insists upon the ul-
timate authority of the Scrip-
tures. 
Interviewer : In your study of 
Dostoevsky you have formulated 
something called "the Cosmic 
Swindle." Can you explain what 
that term means? 
"The English are great story tellers, per-
haP.S the greatest, but they don't have the 
philosophical perception of the best Russian 
novel tradition." 
lnlerviwer: Dostoevsky, unlike 
most intellectuals of his day, did 
not subscribe to the idea of the 
natural goodness of man. 
Trace : That's right. He was 
continually reminding the En-
lighteners that men are not 
naturally good. He simply takes 
the religious position that they 
are born as rather juvenile delin-
quents and that the problem is to 
get the delinquency out of them. 
Nor does he subscribe to the 
Enlightenment notion that men 
will act reasonably if only they 
knew what the reasonable way is 
He knew too much about hwnan 
nature to take so simplistic a 
view of mankind. As a matter of 
fact, he regarded the position of 
the ultimate authority of reason 
as leading to the destruction of 
mankind on the grounds that with 
reason any man can begin at any 
point and end at any other point. 
So it becomes basically a ques-
tion of authority. He did not 
regard the authority of reason as 
adequate because it simply was 
not a universal enough source, 
and science, he insisted, is no 
proper guide to moral behavior. 
He insisted that the only broad 
authority that wilJ make men 
behave is the authority of revel&· 
-
atheists, for virtuous atheists 
willingly make sacrifices for vir-
tue,~ suffer and • · · 
when there is no earthly reason to 
do so, even when they deny God -
and · immortality. They are the 
prime victims of the Cosmic 
Swindle - if indeed, there is no 
God -and -immorta lity . The 
logical atheist, on the other hand, 
knows be is a beast ·• a super-
beast perhaps · but still a beast, 
and will pursue a super-beast 
ethic, in which the sumum bonum 
is comfort, human style. Thus 
victims of the Cosmic Swindle 
are unbelievers who make sacri-
fices a nd undergo suffering and 
pain for the sake of virtue even 
though their premises make vir-
tue meaningless. Dostoevsky's 
conclusion is that, "If there is no 
God - and - immortality, then 
there is no virtue and everything 
is lawful." And the main thing in 
understanding Dostoevsky is to 
understand the truth or that 
principle. 
Interviewer : For Dostoevsky 
why is the humanitarian motive -
- doing good for love of man - an 
inadequate motive for most 
people to act virtuously? 
Trace: Because he maintains 
that men are not good enough to 
get along without God. He 
believed that men will do enough 
good to keep the world together 
only if they do it for God's sake. 
They will not do enough good for 
very long merely for man's sake. 
The humanitarian motive 
dissipates too quickly. 
Interviewer: One time I recaU 
you making the remark that if a 
man with terrible sores all over 
his mouth had a heart attack and 
needed mouth-to-mouth resus-
citation, the one most likely to 
give help would be a believer, not 
a humanitarian. 
worth either from other people or 
else from himself .. In either case 
his worth is in jeopardy. If it is 
attributed to him by other people 
including the State, then of 
course it can be taken away and 
the ultimate consequence of 
putting one's worth in other 
people's hands can be murder 
And it can be perfectly logical 
murder ; there can be no 
argument against it. If the State 
is the ultimate authority or one's 
worth and is if the state decided 
that a man has no worth and ex-
terminates him, then it ought to 
be able to do so with impunity. 
And the difficulty with imputing 
one's worth to oneself is that the 
ultimate consequence can be sui-
cide, and of course there can 
therefore be no argument against 
that either. And if it is true that 
many people suffer from strong 
feelings of inferiority and worth-
lessness and guilt, as Dostoevsky 
knew they did, then if a man's 
worth is in his own hands, then it 
' is in precarious hands indeed. Tt 
Trace : Yes. 1 was trying to is out of such understanding that 
bring out Dostoevsky's point that Dostoevsk~ deduced. ';h~t ~he 
someone doing something for preservaho~ of CJvJhzahon 
God's sake would make the depends .ulttmatel.Y. upon the 
greater sacrifice than somebody preservation of religion. 
doing something merely for 
man 's sake because the tendency 
would be to say, " If he's merely a 
fellow-creature, to hell with 
him." 
Interviewer: How does 
Dostoevsky manage to anser the 
atheistic question, " If God exists, 
then why is there so much suffer-
ing in the world?" 
Trace: Of course, that's partly 
Ivan's argument in the Grand 
Inquisitor scene, one of the 
chapte rs in The Brother s 
Karamazov. Dostoev ky was ob-
~ with tbe idea of Innocent 
suffering, and his conclusion was 
that innocent suffering has no 
meaning whatsoever unless there 
is God - and - immortality, unless 
the wrongs not righted in this 
world wiU be righted in the next 
world. He distinguishes between 
innocent suffering and what 
might be called guilty suffering, 
but all suffering has to draw its 
meaning from belief in God - and 
immortality. Otherwise, if there 
is no God and men have this 
capacity to suffer in peculiarly 
human ways, then they are aU 
victims of the Cosmic Swindle. 
Interviewer: 'So he turns the 
question arotmd on the atheist 
and asks, "If there is no God, 
then why is there so much suf-
fering?" 
Interview('!·: Dostoevsky was 
extremely religious, but like all 
Russians he had an intense 
hatred for Roman Catholicism. 
Why? 
Trace: Dostoevsky's serious 
reservations about Catholicism 
stem from medieval Christian 
efforts to reconcile reason and 
revelation. So long as reason and 
revelation agree then the situa-
tion is ideal, but the moment 
reason and revelation tend to 
move apart then it is reason that 
wins oat and l"e\'eeatiGa 1GBee out. 
Of coorse historically that is to a 
large degree what has happened 
among intellectua ls . The 
rationalists of the Enlightenment 
repudicated revelation in favor of 
reason, and this is in fact what 
Dostoevsky thought the Roman 
Catholic Church, under the in-
fluence of Western intellectuals, 
was doing: that it was reasoning 
revelation right out of existence, 
and that religion would therefore 
Jose its authority. I think on the 
whole that Dostoevsky's estimate 
of the Catholic Church is terribly 
unfair, but at the same time the 
demysticiziog of religion is very 
dangerous, and that is what 
Dostoevsky thought that the 
Catholic Church was doing. 
Interviewer: Why does 
Dostoevsky hold, particularly in 
Crime and Punishment and The 
Brothers Karamazov, that bad 
ideas are more dangerous than 
bad passions? 
tury because he felt that the 
intellectual could affect the 
behavior of millions upon mil-
lions of people. Of course he 
equates bad ideas with atheism. 
Bad passions aren't nearly so 
damaging because they are an 
mdivjdual kind of thing and are 
random and unsystematic, and in 
the long run vastly less 
dangerous. This is one of the 
main points he was making in 
The Brothers Karamazov. 
Interviewer: The murders that 
take place in both Crime and 
Punishment and The Brothers 
Karamazov show the result of 
bad ideas -- atheistic ideas. 
Trace: That's right. 
Raskolnikov's murder of the 
pawnbroker in Crime and 
Punishment was based upon an 
atheistic idea, and so also was the 
murder of Old Karamazov. The 
same is true or the murder of 
Shatov in The Possessed. Those 
murders can be taken as sort of 
symbl>lic murders of civilization. 
As Porfiry says or Raskolnikov, 
" II you had had a worse idea you 
co•Jld have killed a thousand 
people." 
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Interviewer: Along the same 
vein, what did Dostoevsky see as 
the consequences or worldwide 
atheism buoyed by science - and -
reason? 
"Dostoevsky takes the position that tbe greatest enemies 
of Western civiUzatlon are tbe atheist Intellectua ls." 
Trace: He was thoroughly 
convinced that worldwide 
atheism based upon reason- and -
science, such as Communism 
hopes to achieve, ·would 
ultimately lead to the destruction 
of civilization That conclusion is 
what human natw-e ls like - that 
man is not good enough to get 
along without God. 
absence of irony, a false clarity 
and indeed banality and patness ; 
where Western literature is wed-
ded to a profound 'pessimism, 
Soviet literature is committed to 
a false and shallow optimism; 
where Western literature has 
become highly hedonistic, Soviet 
literature is blatantly and often 
crudely didactic; and above all, 
where Western literature is 
..IO.olo~~41·~ IU1 w1s~ 
prfftti, .... lltlrittfi .. etwfi!i 
and political. All of those are 
rather sharply distinctive quali-
" The difficulty with imputing one's worth 
to oneself is t hat t he ultim ate consequence 
can be suicide." 
Interviewer: To leave Dostoev-
sky for a moment, you recently 
published a book entitled The 
Future of Literature in which you 
showed how and why drama, 
poetry and the novel have 
declined as important cultural 
forces. Can you explain briefly 
your reasons for the decline of 
literature? 
Trace: That's a can of worms 
that would take too long to open. I 
might, however, say a little bit 
about the differences between 
Soviet ·literature and Western 
literature which might help 
ties, and many of the qualities of 
Soviet literature make for a 
stronger literary tradillon than 
Western literature. But the main 
difference is that Western litera-
ture tends still to exalt the indi-
vidual and it still leaves room for 
writing literature of a very high 
order, whereas Soviet literatW'e, 
simply because it is subject to the 
structures of the doctrine of 
Socialist Realism, makes the 
creation of great literature vir-
tually impossible. 
Interviewer: So the West has 
the freedom to write good litera-
ture but is not using it. 
1'1'ucc: That 's a good questaon. 
T would say he is a prophet In the 
most profound sense in that he 
predicted the failure of the 
Enlightenment, the failure of 
reason - and - science to solve 
man 's problems. And it has per-
haps been only in the last ten 
years that there has come to be a 
widespread recognition among 
intellectua ls -- Including 
bch;wiora\ scienhsls that 
""" ~ answer, that fn tact manta wm to 
meaning is stronger than his will 
to pleasure, and that there has to 
be some kind of truth that tran-
scends what mere reason - and -
science can supply, a kind of 
truth without which man cannot 
thrive Virtually all sophlsltcated 
intellectuals now have come to 
recognize that reason and -
sc1ence is not the answer This 
doesn't mean that inteJJectuals 
are turning to religion. I don't 
Lhink that they are yet. 
Interviewer: They're kmd ot 
stuck in a limbo, then. 
Trace: They are indeed stuck 
in a limbo. They don't know 
which way to go, and Dostoevsky 
is in effect telling them that there 
is only one way left to go, and that 
is to go back to religion. That is 
Dostoevsky's main message to 
the modern world. 
Trace: That's r ight. If there is 
no God then suffering is an un-
mitigated evil and certainly 
should never be glorified. The 
aim should be to eradicate it. Yet 
there's lots of suffering that's 
virtually impossible to eradicate. 
Also, Dostoevsky makes a great 
deal out of the fact that people do 
seek suffering and if there is no 
god - and immorality, then they 
too are victims of the Cosmic 
Swindle. 
" Dostoevsky's conc lusion is that, 'If there 
is no God - and - immortality, then there is no 
virtue and everyth ing is lawful. ' " 
Trace: Thllt's right. The ul-
timate conclusion may be that 
neither the West nor the Soviet 
Union is turning out great litera-
ture. 
Or. Trace is ProCessor of English 
at John Carroll. He is a widely 
published author and recipient of 
the 1971 Distinguished Faculty 
Award. He ls about to complete a 
book on Oostoovsky and the 
Modern World, which Is also the 
title of a course be is now teach-
ing. 
Interviewer: Dostoevsky 
maintains thaf the most im-
portant souce of worth is that 
which comes from God. Why? 
Trace: Dostoevsky takes the 
position that man's worth, man's 
dignity, can come from any of 
three sow-ces: from himself, 
from other people f including the 
State), or from God. Those three 
sources seem to exhaust the 
possibilities, and he is much con-
cerned to show that if man gets 
his worth from God, then of 
course it is guaranteed; it cannot 
be taken away from him because 
God is not going to change his 
mind. But if the idea of God is 
rejected then he must get his 
Trace: Dostoevsky takes the 
position that the greatest ene-
mies of Western civilization are 
the atheist intellectuals. The 
reason that they are so dan-
gerous is that they ultimately 
have the greatest authority. He 
does not underestim.ate the in-
fluence of the intellectual. If the 
intellectuals say, "Let there be 
religion," then there is religion, 
as there was in the Middle Ages 
and in most of the Renaissance. 
But if the intellectuals say, "Let 
there be atheism," then there is 
indeed atheism as there was in 
the 19th century and is in the 20th 
century. Therefore Dostoevsky 
thinks that it is terribly impor-
tant what intellectuals think, and 
so what he did in effect was take 
on almost the entire intellectual 
community of the later 19th cen· 
answer the question, at least 
indirectly. They are almost 
diametrically opposite in charac-
ter. For example, where contem-
porary Western literature has 
constructed a blind, hostile 
universe, Soviet literature 
depicts an orderly ever-evolving 
socialist society; where Western 
literature continues to be preoc-
cupied with freaks, dope adicts, 
thugs, and mental defectives, 
Soviet literature has created 
·•positive" heroes with heroic 
qualities Soviet style; where 
Western literature has become 
sexually free.to the point of raun-
chiness, Soviet literature in 
sexual matters is chaste to the 
point of prudery; where Western 
literature is full of symbolism, 
irrationality and obscurantism, 
Interv iewer : You've often 
referred to Dostoevsky as a sort 
of prophet. In what way is he a 
prophet? 
• . . a( al( ic /, '~ 
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Varsity Nine Drop Opener 
By .Jim Reho 
The weather was fine for the 
Streaks game against Hiram on 
Monday. but the results were less 
than sunny. In a non-conference 
game, the Streaks dropped a 10 to 
4 decision to the Terriers. 
Two Streak problems were 
lheir inability to hit and their ina-
bility to bring home runners. The 
Streaks failed to capitali~e on 
nine walks surrendered by 
Hiram hurlers, leaving 12 run-
ners stranded on base 
The Streaks next game is 
against Thiel on April 10, at 1 
p.m. 
In J . V action, the Streaks 
dropped a doubleheader to Lake-
land on Tuesday. 2·1 and 6-5 In 
the first game freshmen pitchers 
Jim Allegmeino was touched for 
two runs in the first inning, bt.Jt 
finished strong. He allowed only 
five hits and had eight strikeouts, 
but the Streaks' hitting was 
feeble 
In the second game, the 
Streaks scored five runs in the 
fifth inning and the contest even-
tually went into overtime. Lake-
land second baseman AI Alpaugh 
singled with the bases loaded in 
the first extra frame enabling 
Lakeland to sweep the twin bill. 
~· 
The Streaks' first tally of the 
season came in the second in· 
ning Catcher Bob Turnberger 
and third baseman Mike Colella 
walked First - sacker Ted Pap-
pas then doubled for the Streaks 
only extra-base hit of the game, 
driving home Tumberger. 
Phil Zito, the Streaks starting 
pitcher, ran into trouble in the 
fifth inning. After yielding onJy 
two runs through the first four 
frames, Zito was racked up for 
six hits and six runs in the fifth. 
ICindermen Show Promisef 
Coach Amato is instructing his favorite <Friday, J :00) 
class on some body condJtioning exercises. 
Am.ato Builds Bodies 
By Terri Wardt>iner 
CN Sports Editor 
An you IM nerd wno oets Wnd kicked in his 
lace bY IM bUlly et lilt beech? Indeed. are 
vou embarreMed 10 go 10 the bHch beceuse 
of yo.x wimpy bOdy? II you are, worry no 
morel Build a bOdy lhel will make women 
clamor 1o take you 10 lhe ~. end be the 
anvy of vour lriMCis Frank's BodybUstinv 
"You QOI II, We'll bUst II." ThiS ~·s 
spec:lel: Quedralut plantae. lnerouel e>'-n 
tar"• and AuricUlaris Superior. 
After seeing classifieds like 
lhis appearing in lhe paper quite 
frequently this semester, the 
Carroll News chose to investigate 
lhe matter. Many long hours of 
research were devoted to the 
project and lhe following results 
were found. 
Yes, lhere is a Frank of 
" Frank's Body Bustin~ and 
Wrecking" course. He uses the 
allaa " Coac:b Amato" a nd his 
~-!!!!!!!!!!!~"'""""...-~~ al 'Pftness and 
Body Conditioning." 
Along with his teaching duties, 
he is a varsity assistant coach for 
football and track 
Coach Amato is a '73 graduate 
of Carroll and lhis is his first year 
teaching here. He is currently 
workin for his Master's in his-
tory. 
The coach incorporates his 
~Josophy or physical education 
m his cfasses. He reels lhat a per-
son's mental and physical condl· 
tion is closely related and that "if 
you take care of your body and 
keep in sha~, you'U be more 
alert when tt's time to study . 
Students study for hours and t.ben 
complain they're tired. This is 
because they aren't doing any-
lhing physical Take a break and 
exercise. You'U feel better." 
According to one student in The 
Coach's favorite class 0:00 on 
Friday), "The Coach is a really 
nice guy. He takes a personal in· 
terest in his students and I feel he 
cares about me. The Coach can 
motivate us to exercise, and 
that's a hard thing to do." 
When asked how he felt about 
the course in general, this 
student replied, " It's really tor-
ture. It's the hardest thing I ever 
did in my life. I just wish I could 
earn one credit hour at Vic Tan-
ney's for au the extra practice 
lime I ut in." 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
IN REAL ESTATE CENTURY 
Full Time · Part Time-- S"I'Tlmer Positions Available 
career Vpporrunlty In Real Estate Sales. CENTURY 21 --
THE LARGEST REAL ESTATE COMPANY in the 
WORLD·· has just organized a school to license, train and 
qualify applicants In the professional, dynamic real estate 
field. 
"We left him in one inning too 
many," moaned coach Schweick-
ert. " He wasn't ready to go lhat 
far this early in lhe season," he 
said 
In lhe eighth inning, with the 
aid of two Hiram errors, the 
Streaks scored three times, but 
lhe outburst was too tittle and too 
late. 
Dave Mosier and Jeff Dallman 
finished up the mound chores for 
the Streaks. Mosier yielded one 
unearned run jn a three inning 
stint, while Dallman permitted a 
Hiram tally in the ninth. 
By l .<'n .Johnson 
The Blue Streak trackmen 
scored a moral victory in their 
first scheduled outdoor competi-
tion as Carnegie - Mellon chose 
not to race the speed and power of 
Coach Stupica's Streaks. 
Disappointed with lhe win by 
forfeit, the thinclads of JCU were 
undaunted as they chose to 
engage in competition with some 
powerful Ohio Conference 
Schools at Mount Union College. 
Although lhere was some stiff 
opposition, our men fared very 
well against such teams as Bald-
win • Wallace, Oberlin, Heidel-
berg, Denison, Wright State and 
Linksmen Hope For 
I 
Lenten Turnaround 
By Kurt Ladensack 
In keeptng. witb tbe Lenten 
season. The Blue Streak golfers 
have apparently given up playing 
good golf until Easter. 
Last week produced three los-
ses for the team, first a 375-419 
trouncing by an excelJent Wright 
State squad followed by a duel 
Joss to Baldwin - Wallace and 
Carnegie · Mellon. These mat-
ches were aU medal play events 
with lhe five lowest scores out of 
six constituting the team's total. 
Contrary to lhe biblical ac-
count, Coach Iliano hopes he can 
raise his golfers from the dead 
before Easter. 
chicks, er ... birdies, at places 
otber than a golf course. With 
these two aces in the hole and 
steadier play on the part of Bob 
Merhar, Marc Mingione and Kurt 
Ladensak lhe currently BLUE 
Streaks possess lhe potential to 
leave a trail of opponents biting 
their dust. 
But these have been rainy days 
for the Carroll linksmen and the 
time has come to roll lhe stone 
away from lhe tomb and "strut 
lheir stuff" or fall to the wayside. 
llliano's char~es will carry 
lheir 0-3 record mto this week's 
action against Cuyahoga Com-
munity West and conference 
opponent, Bethany, in Tuesday 
and Thursday matches. Should 
they emerge from these con-
frontations winless, Stations of 
the Cross will be held for them 
Friday at noon. 
host, Mount Union. 
The highlights of the meet 
included the performance of the 
440 relay team of Bill Kern, Char-
les McBee, Tyrone McBee and 
David Jones who ran a swift 43.5, 
second only to Baldwin Wallace. 
In the mile run, our freshmen 
showed their talent with John 
Kessinger turning a sterling 
4:25.1, followed closely by Greg 
Louis at 4:26.7. 
Pete Schmidt was in fine form, 
hurdling to a fourth place in the 
120 yard highs in 15.5. Schmidt 
also finished second in the 440 
Intermediate hurdles running a 
quick early season time of 56.6. 
Teammate Joe deRosa, a new-
comer to the event, was strong in 
finishing at 60 seconds nat. 
The half mile run featured Joe 
Sullivan who grabbed a sixth 
place finish wilh a time of two 
minutes even. The 220 produced 
two quick finishes for Carro!J, 
Charle& McBee in third plaee at 
22.6, and David Jones in fourth at 
22.7. Kessinger pulled lhe iron 
man double by returning to run 
the three mile, and as if this was 
not enough, John finished fourth, 
ran a personal best time of 
14:57: 1 and set a new school re-
cord. 
In the final event of the day. the 
mile relay contingent of Len 
Johnson, Tom Lasky, Glen Med-
den and Joe deRosa bla~ed to a 
second place finish and a time of 
3:29.1. 
These performances and 
others not mentioned only show 
the strenth and depth of this 
year's track team. When pitted 
against the so called " weaker" 
teams in our division, the P.A.C. 
championship should be ours, 
Wasmer permitting. 
The Real Estate Industry offers you the opportunity to 
round out your education In learning professional selling 
techniques, property values, economic trends, and a baste 
understanding of human nature, etc., that can open the door 
to unlimited Income. 
If your Interested In greater details .. Call between 12:00 
and 4:00 p.m. weekdays -· 371-0773. We have four offices to 
suit your locale. 
Indications of a turnabout have 
been the nashes or brilliance by 
freshmen Tim Lawless and John 
Kortis. These periods of ex-
cellence have thus far been out-
weighed by rather shoddy pla~· 
from these "rookies". 
Further reason for optimism 
has been the absence of two 
talented veterans from the 
lineup. Senior Dan Dietzel has 
been sidelined for two weeks with 
a hand injury while junior Jerry 
Faist has been shooting for 
Intramural Finals Completed 
CENTURY 21 ELCO REALTY 
1847 South Taylor Road 
. Ohio «118 
By Mar io Bertolo 
Thjs past Sunday, the Intra-
mural Wrestling Championshi~ 
were held. Pete Marmello 
U N A T prevailed nvP.r Tonv 
Have you picked up your Summer Sessions Hulletin yet? 
Get one today, look it over d uring the Easter Break, 
and see if sum mer study fits into your p lans. 
• Two Summer Sessio n s • Nearly 300 cou rses (d ay and eveni ng) 
• Last ch ance to beat September's tuition increase 
BUlLETINS AVAilABLE AT SERVICE CENTER OR ADMISSIONS OFFICE 
Zingale of I Felt Thigh, 7-5 in the 
135 pound weight class. In the 142 
pound class, Bill Murphy of 
Grobe's blanked Ken Marvar, 
UN AT, 7-Q. 
Keith Koljohn of Grobe's 
slipped past Btll Russo 
U N A T 5-4 in the 150 pound 
class. John Molchan of I Felt 
Thigh in the 158 class, over threw 
John O'Brien of the Verts, 16-1. 
Ron Kaminski U N A T easily 
handled Ed Hrabek of I Felt 
Thigh 13-1 in the 167 weight class. 
Marty McGarry of I.X.Y. for-
feited to Tom DeBlasis of the 
Verts in the 177 class. Tom Jen-
kins, U.N.A.T. defeated Jerry 
Grobe, captain of Grobe's 1!>·3 in 
the 190 weight class. 
Chris Muraco won for Gohes by 
defeating Tony Delguyo 
U.N.A.T., 5-1. Verts won the team 
championship with the most 
points. 
On Monday, A.K.Y. defeated 
third floor Dolan, 61-40 for a spot 
in the Intramural basketball 
championship. 
Netters Challenge Thiel 
fh uan Fickes 
Though the tennis team suc-
cumbed to Carne~ic Mellon, 6·3. 
the players emphasize, "Our 
team will come back and win " 
The nclters will demonstrate 
their recuperative powers 
against Thiel tomorrow at 10 am. 
at Thiel 
remarked 
To prepare for their matches, 
the players compete with each 
other and concentrate on the 
weaker aspects of their games 
Challenge matches are held in 
the days prev1ous to meet.<; to 
assure that the team members 
are competition tough 
Steinmann believes, "Personal 
discipline is the key to the season. 
We improve on our weaknesses 
mainly through self·evallllltion " 
"We have to work on our 
doubles and each player must 
concentrate on l11s stroke:.," 
Klein emphasized. "It's going to 
take a lot of time and patience on 
each of the players parts to cor-
rect their weaknesses." 
Brownridge asserts, "We arc 
confident that the trend will be 
reversed We also are confident 
about our upcoming matches." 
The Case - Western Reserve 
match on Tuesday. April 13. will 
be the team's most challenging, 
and, says player Bruce Brown-
ridge, "We really would appre-
ciate support." Women's Tennis Begins 
This event will be on the home 
courts at 2:30 p.m. 
The JCU players who won in 
the C-M match were Dan Klein at 
first singles 6-4, 6-7, 6-3; Bruce 
Brownridge at third singles 6-4, 6-
4; and Klein and Dan Steinmann 
al third doubles 6-3, 7-6. 
The match was closer than it 
appears, because three positions 
lost only after playing three sets 
rather than losing after two. 
Klein commented, "We lost be-
cause of first match jitters and 
inexperience at the 4th, 5th, and 
6th singles positions. The bad 
weather leading up to the match 
hurt us, too." 
"Nobody had the opportunity to 
practice because of the 
weather,'' said Brownridge, 
while Greg Taptich noted a lack 
of preparation for the same 
reason 
" I know if we have more prac-
tices we'll improve. We have to 
get outside and hope for more 
practice time," Taptich 
Sports Shorts 
By l)avid .Jones Ill 
The women's varsity tennis 
team opens its season Monday, 
April 12. at Case · Western Re-
serve. 
''We have a very young team," 
stated head coach Kathleen Man-
ning. Leading the female netters 
wiU be junior Kathy Krammer. 
Miss Krammer, who is captain of 
this year's squad, is the only 
singles player returning from 
last year 's team. Joining Kram-
mer will be the team's only 
returning semor, Sue Telischak, 
and returning sophomores, Fran 
Twomey, Mari Gonzalez, Terre 
Castro, and Sandy Vasko. 
This is the third year for 
women's tennis at Ca rroll. 
Finishing last year with a 5-3 
record and qualifying three girls 
for the state tournament, (in-
cluding Miss Krammer), the blue 
and gold netters have two win-
ning seasons behind them. 
"We are in need of three indi-
viduals for singles and two for 
doubles, "Commented Coach 
Manning. Coach Manning stated 
that for the past two years she 
has lost her two top single 
players, a nd presently has to es-
mer and winter, taking lessons 
and working on competition 
skills. ''We'll be good," stated 
Coach Manning, "We have a 
pos1t1ve attitude and our morale 
is very high.'' 
Case will be the hardest team 
the Blue Streaks will face this 
year . The Streaks will be on an 
independent schedule. They will 
be going against area teams such 
as Hiram, Kent State, Baldwin 
WaJJace, and Mount Union Col-
leges. just to name a few. 
Tom Stepanek volleys during his match against Carnegie -
Mellon last Saturday. photo bv John Scnw~.rur 
How to fly home in 
the face of inflation .. 
The Freedom Fare. 
KARATE -Anyone interested in tablish a new line. T tr·eruUP~-
Flying home economically 
i s si mple when you t a k e off 
on Aneg eny . .Ai'1d 'take ad-
vantage of the big choice of 
discount air travel plans. 
For instance: 
o.,-~t·~~-·~IIWI~. 
to sa v1ngs befbre .rune ...-.,...,W" I! m~~ of Master 
Kim'sarate 4Jb, please con-
tact Jim Sweeney at 491-5328. The 
club meets on Monday and Wed-
nesday from 3:30- 5 in the small 
gym. 
PING-PONG - Jim Reho, has 
moved into the semi-finals of the 
Dolan Hall Ping-Pong Tourna-
ment and is currently awaiting 
his challenger for the finals . 
THE PHYSICAL PLANT is now 
working on the home baseball 
field next to Wasmer field. It 
should be completed this season, 
weather permitting. 
are In the process of rebuilding . 
Coach Manning stated that all the 
girls work hard during the sum-r------------
sruoENTs·oNL Y! 
Cleveland Playhouse 
2 Tickets for the Price of I 
tHE WORLD OF 
CARL SANDBURG 
Bro Brooks Theatre 2040 
E. 86th St. Tbru May 2 
Student Rate (With l.D.) 
..l---------:----_J 
~ ltliliabaj Ref*! Ke. 7 
Second Rite of Reconciliation 
Monday, April 12 3:30 p.m. 
Main Chapel 
-------------------
Directed Eight Day Retreat 
at Colombiere May 12-20 
Anyone interested inquire at 
' 
Chapel Office A not later than April 23 
The Liberty Fare. 
You can go home and a lot 
of other places besides, with 
unlimited air travel at one, 
low price. You get a choice of 
plans, too. 7 days for $135, 
14 days for $155, or 21 days 
for $185. Good. everywhere we 
fly, except Ca.nE:Ld.a. Ad vance 
purchase required. 
Group 4 to 9* 
Groups of 4 to 9 save up to 
20% roundtrip between any 
of our U.S. cities. Simply 
make reservations and pur-
chase tickets 48 hours in 
ad vance--and travel to-
gether. Our Group 10 Plan 
saves larger groups up to 
33-1/3% round trip. 
~orO\ St.~ b ec' ' O Chonge w ""'O"'' .,..'?' '('f: 
' fllecl·v@ Aor·l 107t> 
and after September 15. Dur-
ing the summer season, the 
discount is 20,%. Freedom Fare 
seating is limited on each 
flight, so advance reserva-
tions and pre-purchase of 
tickets are required. Good 
everywhere, except Canada. 
The Weekend Plan. 
Take off as early as 7 PM 
Friday--return as late as 
noon Monday and save up to 
25% roundtrip between our 
U.S. cities. Good anytime--
including holiday weekends 
with advance reservations 
and pre-purchase of tickets. 
It's your move. 
See yonr Travel Agent for 
complete details on our dis-
count air travel plans. Or 
call Allegheny. We'll show 





e funny French 
tbelin," will be the t of French Language Day 
today. The 18th century comedy centers around a poor 
but guileful Ia wyer, Pierre Panthelin, <Pat Malizio), and 
his pregnant wife, Guillemette, (Paula Wright). The 
production is directed by Dr. Helen Sanko of the Modern 
Language Department. Also involved are actors Mike 
Merriman, Maxwell, and Thomas Derrin 
Save 
some 
er orm1ng rts nsp1re ourse 
B" Paula Bruf.'ning "Cl el d 0 St " ff Cl I d PI A new course entitled "In- ev an n .. age 0 enng. . eve a~ .. ayhouse - Jo~~ 
troduction to the Performing Pa~rs and_ tndt\ tdual c;>r group Stem beck s Of Mtce and Men . 
.. . . proJects w111 help ach1eve the Sept 24·26: 
Art~ Wl_ll be c;>ffered ~ext faiJ 10 course objectives. Getscher said. Crcat Lakes Shakespeare f!~es­
conJunctto~ With. the Cleveland "The exciting thin~ about this lival "Romeo and Juliet" , 
On Stage sertes of cultural pro~ram is that 1t will give. "Dear liar" and ··o 'I' o· performances. . . ,. ' · ev1 s IS 
The course a three-credit-hour s.tu cnts the opportumty t? s~ a ctple . Oct 8-10: 
elective offer'ed through the Fine ~tve perfOJ:mance and ~.et tt wtth· Cleveland Opera Theatre En 
Arts department. will be co- tn a learmng context. . semble, .scheduled for the end of 
ordinated by Dr Robert Cet- Arts manager Father DenniS October. 
scher and will feature guest Dillon has negotiated wi_th ballet, Camerata Chamber Ensemble. 
faculty from other university opera, ~ama, and ~ustc groups Nov 14, . 
departments as well as per- to obtam the followmg produc- Ballet Ctuld of Cleveland. Nov 
formers and possibly specialists 21 
from area institutions. 
The course witl aim at develop-
ing an understanding and enjoy-
ment of theater, dance. concert, 
and opera and would include an 
analysis of the "Cleveland On 
Stage" performances and a study 
of the Interrelationships of 
various art forms. 
"As a counter to our electronic, 
pre-recorded, videotaped era. 
such a course can offer a struc-
ture that compliments and en-
hances the excitement and uni-
queness of a live performance," 
Getscher believes. 
Classes will meet once a week 
on Wednesday evening. Students 
will be required to purchase a 
season ticket and attend each 
a Mixer on , 
22, at 8:00 p.m. in the Gy 
The group's gig is the 1950 
and the name is taken from 
popular phase of those times 
that was used in such songs as 
"In the StUI of the Night" and 
"Who Put the Bomp?" Daniel 
Cohen, a JCU senior, or-
ganized the group four years 
Beta's Tour 
East Coast 
~ Army ~O:C. usually takes . four .years of college. But you 
~ can do It m JUSt two years ... and receive $100 a month 
The John Carroll University 
Men's Glee Club (Beta Tau 
Sigma> and the United States of 
America have something in com· 
moo. Both are celebrating an 
anniversary. Our nation, of 
course, is celebrating its Bicen· 
tennial, while the Men's Glee 
Club is celebrating its 90th year 
as an organization. 
The 90th year of their existence 
saw the singing "Ambassadors or 
J.C.U" travelling to New Jersey 
and Connecticut as part of a 
Bicentennial concert tour. The 
tour took place last weekend, 
April 2·4 and included per· 
formances at three women's col-
leges. 
during your junior and senior years. 
You prepare for two careers simultaneously-military 
and civilian. 
~You can compete for a full Army ROTC scholarship 
~ which pays tuition, books, lab fees, plus that $100 a 
& ;:;~~training is available. 
~Many other benefits including fellowship~ for graduate W school. 
~For complete information contacc 
Professor of Military Science 
John Carroll University 
Cleveland, Ohio 44118 
Tel. 491-4421 
The concert schedule began 
with a concert on Friday, April2, 
al the College of St. Elizabeth, 
Convent Station, N.J. The Glee 
Club then moved on to Albertus 
Magnus College, New Haven, 
Conn. where they sang a concert 
on Saturday, April3. The finale of 
the exciting tour was a concert at 
St. Joseph College, West Hart-
ford Conn., which took place on 
Sundsy, April 4. 
While in New Jersey, the Men's 
Glee Club traveled to nearby 
New York City where they took in 
a Broadway musical. While in 
Connecticut they visited Yale 
University. 
Mr. Reynold C. Ellis directed 
the concerts honoring American 
composers and lyricists. The 
concert tour was a resounding 
success and proved to be a fitting 
addition to the myriad of Bi~en­
tennial celebrations taking place 
the 
